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BIM Knowledge Sharing Event

Executive Summary
The following document provides an overview of the BIM Knowledge Sharing Event hosted
by Scottish Futures Trust and held on the 3rd May 2016.
The objective of the knowledge sharing event was to disseminate the experiences of
organisations in the implementation of BIM and identify and share lessons to drive
efficiencies within BIM programmes.
This report summarises the finding of the day and outcomes from the workshop. Where
possible the views of members have been summarised. For any further information in regards
to
this
report,
please
contact
the
Scottish
BIM
Delivery
Group
(bimdeliverygroup@scottishfuturestrust.org.uk)
Scottish Futures Trust would like to thank the organisations who attended and contributed to
the knowledge sharing event.
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1. Overview of BIM Programmes
The meeting commenced with David Philp as chair welcoming members to the event and
thanking them for their attendance. The meeting was attended by the following
organisations. A full list is contained within Appendix A:-

Diagram 1: Organisations attending the event

The meeting then led to a round table update by each organisation on their respective BIM
programmes. A set of the presentation slides are contained within appendix C. From the
various updates provided by members, the key themes that were identified include:Maturity of Programmes – The updates revealed the variance in maturity of the
organisations BIM programmes. Where HM Government had set a BIM level 2 adoption for
April 2016 on all centrally procured projects other programmes have set deadlines for 2020.
Whereas other programmes are still developing their BIM Implementation Plans and are still
to determine timelines for implementation.
Understanding The Market – This was a recognition by members within programmes that
the ability of the market to respond to the demand for BIM was paramount. Within one
programme, 80% of the market was made up of SME’ which had to be a key consideration in
their own BIM implementation. BIM4 SME’s highlighted the various initiatives they are
developing including the Knowledge Transfer Partnership and BIM clinics.
Research – Within the various BIM programmes organisations have commissioned or intend
to commission specific research in BIM and its implementation. There was discussion
around future programme shifts towards Industry 4.0 models and the need for research to
support these initiatives.
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Strength of BIM Mandate – Across all the programmes the strength of the policy mandate
has an implication on the effectiveness to adopt BIM. Where in some programmes
government mandates and endorsements were still being sought, other programmes had
clear organisational and governmental direction towards BIM adoption. There was also a
variance in how BIM was being implemented either through a formal mandate to adopt
through to encouragement of BIM. There were in some cases further value based BIM
maturity trigger thresholds.
Pilot Projects - The use of pilot projects to test BIM implementation and associated
hypotheses, capture lessons and develop case studies was supported by the majority of the
BIM programmes. This is seen as a key part in the programme process.
BIM Guidance – Members within their BIM programmes identified the existing British
Standards as the basis of their BIM programmes. However across the programmes, there
was individual responses to developing programme specific guidance. Future harmonisation
through ISO standards was also discussed and seen as a positive step.
Innovations Within Programmes – Through the programme updates, a number of
innovative tools were shared amongst the group which were either in development or have
already been launched. These include:

SFT BIM Grading Tool – Online assessment tool to define on a project basis when
BIM should be adopted and to what level.



SFT Return on Investment Tool - A new tool being developed to provide an
assessment on the likely return on investment for implementation of BIM within
projects.



BIM Efficiency Test – This is a tool to assess the benefits of BIM application across 12
areas. This has been developed by the Northern Ireland Construction Procurement
Directorate.



Innovation Vouchers – The initiative developed by Enterprise Ireland promotes and
offer supports to businesses.



BIM 4 SME – Knowledge Exchange Events and clinics being run and co-ordinated
through the working group (www.bim4sme.org)



BIM Compass – This is a new self-assessment tool on the BIM capability of private
sector organisations. This has been launched in partnership by CIOB and can be
found on the SFT website.( http://www.scottishfuturestrust.org.uk/our-work/sftbuild/construction-procurement-review/building-information-modellingbim/resources1/)



BSI BIM website – Development of the Level 2 Standards suite and growing guidance
documentation to support it adoption and implementation www.level2bim.org
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2. International BIM Benchmark Report
The BIM 2050 group presented the finding of their recently commissioned Global BIM
Benchmark Report. This was commissioned by Scottish Futures Trust as part of their BIM
Implementation Plan. The group provided a summary of the findings of the report.
The report assesses and benchmarks the
implementation of BIM for 11 countries across the
globe. These have been measured against specific
factors which consider:



Policy
Governance
Economic Factors

In combining the metrics above, the report then
provides an Ease of Integration Index for each
country. The report also identifies other economic
issues such as population, GDP, regulatory control
within each nation. This provides a rounded view as
to the effectiveness in the implementation of BIM
and the factors that may effect this.
Diagram 2: BIM 2050 Report

The report will be published by June 2016 and early finding from the report include:






To support implementation of BIM, then the
aspiration of BIM should be aligned with a
pipeline of projects.
There is a need to ensure that where BIM is
mandated that the performance of this
mandate be monitored. (i.e. are procuring
authorities adhering to the wishes of central
government)
Countries should consider and adopt Industry
4.0 and promote the adoption of the Circular
economy.
Promote and support open innovation and the
emergence of new technologies.

Diagram 2: Ease of Integration Metric

The above provides a summary of what was presented and the full report will be circulated
to delegates upon publication.
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3. Workshop Summary
A workshop was held to consider and discuss the key issues effecting BIM programmes.
Members were split into group to identify key issues across six themes. There were two
parts to the workshop which included:1. Identifying Key Issues within BIM Programmes
2. Assessing the Difficulty to implement the top 5 issues.
Exercise 1 - Identifying Issues within BIM Programmes
The groups were tasked in listing the key issues which need to be considered within BIM
programmes across various themes. The themes included Policy & Strategy, Process &
Standard, Technology, People & Behaviours and Digital Asset Management. In addition, for
each theme they were asked to allocate an issues by time. Each group capture their
discussions on the chart below (Images are included within Appendix B):-

Diagram 4: BIM Programme Analysis Chart
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Exercise 1 - Identifying Key Themes & Issues within BIM Programmes (Cont)
Based on the working groups, table 1 below summarises the key issues identified under the
relevant themes and timelines.

Lesson Now
Policy & Strategy
Benchmark/Where are we now
Mandate
Funding
EU Procurement Regs

Key Issues In Implementing BIM
2 Year Lookahead
EU Task Group

Process & Standards
Decouple LOD/LOI
Solid Platform for delivery
Template EIRS

Procurement
Security issues understood
IFC for Infrastructure

Technology
Transparency
Focus on Transfer protocol
Prop Tech (Institution Open)
Phasing old with new systems
What is CDE( Back to basics)

Analytics Toolset
Link CDE with AIM
Cloud based software
Create performance metrics
Onsite tech upgrades

People & Behaviours
Training & Understanding
Training LOF
Standalone Discipline
Education plan’s & Strategies

Roadshow
Standard BIM Modules
Benefits clear supply chain

Digital Asset Management
Start with Asset Man Strategy
Link AIM to GIS
Clear Operational Benefits
Standard of spec (NBS Open)
Cross Industry learning on AM
Promote proactive AM approach

IOT Telemetry Strategy
Operational Data
Using Big Data
Link BIM,AIM,GIS
IOT Strategy

4 Year Lookahead
Maintain Ecosystem

Governance

Enterprise Level Asset Man
Automated Procurement
Connection of data

Table 1: Summary of findings from Exercise 1

The groups were also asked to consider the vision for any BIM programme. One vision was
proposed which was to “Keep it Simple”.
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Exercise 2 - Assessing the Difficulty to implement the top 5 Themes.
Once the first exercise had been concluded, each group was then asked to identify the top 5
issues which will deliver the greatest impact and then assess them in terms of difficulty to
implement.

Diagram 5: Programme issues Impact Vs Difficulty

The tables below summaries the key issues identified by the groups and an assessment of
the associated difficulty for implementation.

Easy to Implement
Group A
Industry Champion to Inspire

Group B
Create Metrics/Performance

Group C
Value Proposition

High Impact Issues to implement
Reasonable
Good Leadership

Use Big Data (BIM/GIS/AIM)
Standard Validation Process
Get Basics Right
Consistent Understanding
Clarity of purpose
Clear KPI’s in AIM

Hard to Implement
Collection of Data
Standard Policies
Open Technology
Collaboration in Supply Chain
Clear Asset Man Requirement
Develop Coherent CDE

Contracts & Culture
Interoperability
Integrated Team Process
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4. Key Themes & Outcomes
In summary the event allowed organisations to share their experiences and lessons from
their own BIM programmes. The programmes that were discussed, varied in terms of
size, duration and complexity. However the themes identified below were seen as
relevant and applicable to all programmes.






Policy & Strategy,
Process & Standard,
Technology,
People & Behaviours
Digital Asset Management

What was also identified is that there is significant amounts of existing guidance, best
practice and new terminology that BIM has created. These various types of guidance do
assist Industry but can also create a barrier and confuse Industry. BIM is fundamentally
the improvement in how data is managed and utilised within construction or operational
projects. The benefits of this new way of working and linking this to existing recognised
terms is key to the implementation of BIM.
Therefore where possible the objective of a BIM programmes is to “get the basics right”
and “Make Digital Working Simple”.
To consolidate the findings of the day, diagram 1 below summarises the key findings and
steps that should be considered when implementing a BIM programme.

Diagram 6: Summary of Findings from the Knowledge Sharing Event
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Appendix A - Delegates List
Paul Dodd
Martin Blencowe
David Philp
Adam Matthews
Tony Bassett
Holly Fraser
Graeme Patterson
Malcolm Taylor
Michael McLornan
Alan Hore
John Hunt
Dr Jan Tulke
Kieran Parkinson
Neil Thompson
Henry Fenby Taylor

Scottish Futures Trust
Scottish Futures Trust
Scottish Futures Trust
EU BIM Task Group
High Speed Rail 2
High Speed Rail 2
BIM4SME
Crossrail
Northern Ireland - CPD
Construction IT Alliance
Enterprise Ireland
Planen-bauen 4.0
British Standards Institution
BIM 2050.BE
BIM 2050.BE

Paul.dodd@scottishfuturestrust.org.uk
Martin.Blencowe@scottishfuturestrust.org.uk
David.Philp@scottishfuturestrust.org.uk
adam.matthews@autodesk.com
Tony.Bassett@hs2.org.uk
Holly.Fraser@hs2.org.uk
urbahnstudio@gmail.com
MalcolmTaylor@crossrail.co.uk
Michael.McLornan@dfpni.gov.uk
alan.hore@dit.ie
'john.Hunt@enterprise-ireland.com'
jan.tulke@planen-bauen40.de
Kieran.Parkinson@bsigroup.com
Neil.Thompson@balfourbeatty.com
henryfenbytaylor@gmail.com

Athena Andriotis
Jennifer McDonald

Victorian Government Australia
University of Technology Sydney

athena.andriotis@ecodev.vic.gov.au
Jennifer.Macdonald@uts.edu.au
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Appendix B – Workshop Boards
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Appendix B – Workshop Boards (Cont)
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